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Acrylics 

In the houses of parliament of the animals the usual argument had started once again . Did the hens say 

'gack', the geese wanted 'gick'. And as nobody wanted to give in each discussion ended up with 

shouting, insults or even with fisticuffs that the feathers flew. This meant all affairs got carried on for 

years, tousled and through thousands of changes turned into the absurd. 

Who cares, personal matters have priority -  

But there was also the Council of the Seniors. There, teethless wolves hung about, dressed in stylish 

sheep skins, smelly foxes scouted for silly geese, silverbacks kept delousing their shabby coats and lame 

donkeys and limping horses just seemed to hang around just in wait for the skinner. In matters of work 

ethics they had nothing ahead of the First Council. The Seniors were probably more cunning in the 

intrigue and had rougher manners, but they, too, kept mainly their private interests. 'Slack' in a double 

pack for double the price. 



Was there anything going wrong or not at all in the State, both councils agreed this was solely the 

government's fault.  

With the State eventually having declared bankruptcy, its offices stuffed with paper, paper which in turn 

was missing in the schools, which did not matter as the teacher had been on strike for months. So when 

the State once again looked like sinking into chaos, the government got overthrown. A small Rochade 

took place, the game started anew. Once every so often an elephant stood up (elephants are know for 

their intelligence) and asked for reforms... Ha, the elephant got minced pretty quickly, for reforms, no, 

nobody wanted them, as one might loose some of his privileges. 

But if a government was very badly worn, one would elect new houses of Parliament. The election 

system was simple: every animal species in the houses of Parliament had two seats as it was the custom 

since the times of Noah's Ark. For 600 seats there were 300 parties, in which has to be noted that each 

animal species talks a different language, though this is insignificant since nobody listens to anyone 

anyway, for 'Parliament' has to do with 'parlare' (which means 'to talk' in Italian) and not with 

'listening'. And so they are holding monologues for three thousand years before an almost empty hall. 

Most politicians occupied themselves somewhere else anyway, for instance the 'Politoeco Geese' are 

right now at a climate conference to produce warm air.But always when the need is greatest a savior 

appears. Sometimes it is an elephant, sometimes a lion or even an eagle or another heavenly creature 

and promises to muck out  the pigsty thoroughly. Full of enthusiasm everybody keeps preventing his 

own muck and one self from being removed. Or should one, just once, ask the people if one should 

really muck out. Consult the people? Where should the people then take so much wisdom from when 

its representatives are lacking it? No, and no again, then rather new elections... 

And now they are howling again, the wolves, and so are the sheep, the foxes mark each other, the 

small cricket promises chirpingly it would pick the stars from the sky for the people, the hens fight over 

the last worm and the dogs chase the innocent hare and everybody curses the angel who came to 

Babylon to save the country and the people. 'We are the people' shout the representatives in unison, 

'and we do not want to be saved'. 

'Look at this, the animal kingdom in such a state' mutters the old zoo keeper shaking his head. 

 


